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New! Virtual testing of Novalens’ 

contact lens colors  
 

Would you like to brighten up your look or enhance your eyes with 

colored contact lenses, but aren't sure which shade to choose? 

Now it’s possible to style your look with virtual color testing 

anywhere, anytime!  
 

Virtual tester can be found at our website www.novalens.fi under the 

header “Virtuaalisovitus”. Start by selecting the image closest to your eye 

color at the top of the tester. Then you can click and switch 18 different 

colors at the bottom bar. The left side image shows the chosen eye color, 

and the right image shows how the colored lens will look on the eye. Once 

you’ve made your choice, you can buy your colored contact lenses 

directly from our online shop.  

 

Novalens contact lens shades are naturally translucent and 

therefore don’t significantly change the color of the dark eye.  

 
The virtual tester gives an indicative idea as the eye’s own color and 

darkness will influence the result. Also lighting and color settings on your 

computer or mobile device may impact the outcome.  

 

Please note before making a purchase decision that in case the final color 

of the lens in the eye does not match the impression given by the tester, 

we regret that we cannot consider this as a reason for a claim. If you are 

in doubt about your choice of color, we recommend that you visit an 

optical store where you can have Novalens colors fitted.  

 

The lenses are hand tinted based on individual orders, which means that 

different tinting runs may give slightly different colors. However, the 

difference in color is usually so minimal that it is not visible in the eye. 
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